Self Taped Auditions – Checklist
Written by Ann Thomas, Founder, Transgender Talent, LLC

o

Script
a. If scripted, it comes from casting and are called ‘sides’. You are trying to
sell them on your idea of how the character should be played.
b. If unscripted, write an outline following the notes from casting.

o

Memorization - if possible, memorize the script. If not, print or hand write in large
type and tape to easel or wall behind camera.

o

Appearance, such as costume, hair, and makeup. Make it look like the character you
are playing, if possible.

o

The Set - Set up to shoot, including the set, lighting, and sound. No distracting
backgrounds, and you can be clearly seen and heard. Do a short test video to make
sure.

o

Camera – typically a cell phone
a. Camera needs to be horizontal, not vertical, as
this will be viewed on a computer monitor.
b. Hand holding the camera is not recommended – use a little stand or a tripod.
c. You need to be close enough to see your facial expressions, so basically
framed like a headshot but slightly wider view, with just head and shoulders.

o

Slate – say your name, the role, and representation (agent and/or manager) and
anything else casting requests. Look straight into the lens when doing the slate.

o

Shoot your audition.
a. The reader(s) should be off camera, with you looking at them or the script
you’re reading behind the camera.
b. Do Not Look At The Camera! (Unless specifically told to in the instructions.)
c. Takes should be significantly different, if you are trying for two different
styles.

o

Edit your audition. Slate first, one or two takes per scene requested. Fade to
black between the slate and the takes.

o

Submit your final copy using a cloud service like Dropbox, Google Drive, We
Transfer, etc. If you can attach the video to an email, it is too small!

The following pages are in depth details
for each of the above points.
(See the last page for web site and contact info.)
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Self Taped Auditions – Videos
Written by Ann Thomas, Founder, Transgender Talent, LLC

If you can't be at an audition, even if you live local to it, you need to be prepared to do a
self taped audition. Your location doesn't matter for the audition. But you need to be
prepared properly if you land the role and it's not being shot near you. You could lose
money on it due to travel costs and accommodations if the production is not covering that,
but the exposure and experience can be worth it.
In this guide, we’ll cover:
1. Audition content or what to say
2. Memorization
3. Your appearance, such as costume and makeup
4. Setting up to shoot, including the set, lighting, and sound
5. Camera placement and framing the shot
6. The slate
7. Shooting your audition
8. Editing your audition
9. Submitting your final copy

Content
For the typical audition, you’ll be given instructions about the content – what to say - for
the audition.
Narratives:
By this we mean scripted auditions. Typically you do this as a dialog, with someone reading
to you off camera. For this, you’d be sent sides, which is the term for a small section of
the full script, that has been marked for the audition, typically with “Start” or “Begin” at
the point they want you to start at, followed by “End” or “Stop” showing where to stop the
audition. On rare occasions, you may have to come up with your own material, which can be
the case with something like an open casting call.
If you are using this guide for doing a scene for your reel, choose any 1-2 page dialog
script for each of the genres you are taping (ie. comedy, drama, etc.). Monologues are not
recommended. The dialog must be memorized, and must be shot with a reader off camera.
Unscripted:
This could be for a variety of scenarios, and could be for a reality series, documentary,
commercial, PSA (public service announcement), or some other situation. You’ll be given
guidelines as to what the content should be. It could be something about yourself, or
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about a product you use. You can either write it down and read from it either as your own
script or an outline, or if you’re comfortable to do so, without anything prepared in writing.

Memorization
As for any audition, if memorization fits well for you, please try. If it doesn’t, that’s ok.
There’s two tricks you can do to help on this is one of two things:
1. You can print the script in huge type, or hand write the script onto a large sheet of
paper and tape them to the wall behind the camera.
2. You can put the script into a laptop and display it on the screen, with someone off
camera scrolling the script as you read it. It’s vaguely like a teleprompter. This
does better for holding the eye line during the audition.

Your Appearance
Narratives:
Study the scene to the best of your ability with what are in the sides, and look for more
clues in the breakdown for the role. That should give you the clues about makeup and
wardrobe. You should try to look approximately what you expect the character to appear
like for the scene. Remember that what you’re doing is trying to sell your idea of how this
character should be to the casting director. Costume and wardrobe should enhance the
energy you are trying to convey, and not clash with or inhibit it. In other words, don’t
wear a smiling Mickey Mouse shirt for an audition for a character that’s sinister and evil.
More on this in the section about taping.
Unscripted:
You should have an idea of the intended audience and dress appropriately. So think about
who’s going to see the final production, and you can always ask what to wear if unsure.
General Comments on Makeup:
The point of makeup is to enhance the character, whether it’s fictional, or actually you. In
either event, one thing that happens is that the lighting can make shiny spots appear on
your face. Even without any makeup on, such as for a male character that would typically
have no noticeable makeup, you may need to dull down parts of your face to prevent the
camera from showing one part of your face glowing. So sit in the set you’ve created and
look at yourself, looking at hot spots you need to dull down. Typically they’re on the
forehead, nose, cheeks, and chin. You don’t need to apply much, just enough to dull down
the shine. It’s totally fine if you don’t see any hot spots, and don’t apply any powder.

Setting up to shoot your Audition
You want to be seen clearly and heard clearly. Remember that in film and tv, many of the
shots are fairly close, so they look for your facial expressions in casting. If you’ve done all
theater work up to this point, keep in mind that in theater you make things large (facial
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expressions, motions, body language) so the audience can see. Large movements are not
normally what they’re looking for in film and tv. Here’s things you need to check.
Set:
As little as possible, usually up against a wall is best, as you want nothing in the background
that’s distracting. You can cover something up with a sheet, like if you have a distracting
bookcase behind you displaying your Star Wars toy collection. The color of the
background is important to take note of. It should be not too far off from your skin color
but not the same as it, unless it will have not much light on the background and you are well
lit. An example of bad contrast would be if you had a bright white background and you
have very dark skin. Or, do the reverse of that. Make sure the background is not the
same as your hair color! Cameras in general have never handled extremes in contrast well.

Left: Bad Background! Too busy and by far the most distracting background to send to a
casting director! Look closely - there’s an Emmy statue on the mantle! Thank you to Drew
Anderson (his dad won the Emmy many years ago and Drew forgot it was there)!
Right: Good background! Thank you to Keytara Mitchell!
Lighting:
If you’re in a room where you can totally control the lighting, like after sundown, have two
similar lamps. Here, we’re assuming you don’t have professional dimmable lights, but are
using household lighting. Set one 45 degrees to one side of you maybe a couple of feet
away. Set the other about twice as far away on the other 90 degree angle. Set the lights
slightly above you, like starting at shoulder height and above. Now take a look at how you
look and adjust things so that you have one side a bit brighter than the other and you are
evenly lit.
If you’re in a room with outdoor or other light that messes things up, take a look at
yourself on camera and set a light or two on the side that appears darker on camera, or
use the lighting pattern described above. Since outdoor lighting in general is brighter, sit
at a 45 degree angle to it if possible, and fill with lamps on the opposite 45 degree angle.
If you’re shooting entirely outside, don’t sit in direct sunlight, as it will make you squint.
Instead, be in a shaded area, behind a building, wall, or hedge, under a tree, etc. If you
need to fill in your lighting because it’s uneven, be creative with reflecting sunlight from
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the 45 degree angle towards you. This could be using a bright white sheet on a stand, a
white foam board from a craft store, or the white or foil side of a smaller piece of foam
insulation from a hardware store.
Sound:
Here, it’s critical that you be properly heard. You need to have this in mind as you set up
the camera and all the other elements you need to be aware of for shooting your audition.
Most people shoot their auditions using their cell phones. Cell phone microphones are not
designed for picking up sound far away, which is more than a foot or two away. If your
environment is really quiet (no traffic noise, aircraft, trains, loud neighbors) then you can
do ok with shooting using just the mic on the phone. But there’s a drawback to that if you
have someone reading to you off camera: they will likely be closer to the mic than you will
be, and be heard louder, or even much louder than you. Below are some ideas for sound
that you can try:
Have your off camera reader hold something between them and the microphone that is
sound reflecting or sound absorbing. That could be a pillow, a piece of artist’s foam board,
or something similar. This is intended to reduce how loud they are heard, allowing your
voice to be heard more clearly.
If you have a headset for your phone, either wired or Bluetooth, you can use that if it’s
clearer. You don’t have to have the earpiece in (because you’re not trying to listen) unless
it’s designed to pick up from your jaw bone, which some are.
If you have a microphone that can be plugged in, designed for recording purposes, use
that. It could be a lapel mic, or a cardioid mic you can have in front of you on a stand, or a
shotgun mic by the camera, pointed at you. Keep in mind mics not made for cell phones
have different connectors than cell phones have, so you might have to buy an adapter.

Set up your camera
Since most people use their cell phones, they
have one really glaring mistake they commonly
make. They set their phone up standing up
vertically by default. The result is, when
viewed on a computer screen or tv screen, you
get a stripe down the middle 1/3 of the screen
with you on it. You’ve just wasted all that
space, and made yourself really tiny. Turn the
phone the long way down, so that the image
fills the screen on a computer or tv screen.
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It is highly suggested that you have your cell phone on a clip or stand to hold it in place
while shooting your audition.
For all types of cameras, set them about even with your nose or so. That way it’s not
looking down on you or looking up at you, as both angles distort your image.
Frame yourself in the shot with head and shoulders. Don’t be too far away, or too close to
the camera. Yours eyes should be roughly 1/3 of the way down from the top of the frame,
and be within the center 1/3 of the horizontal (left to right) portion of the image.

The Slate
This is how you introduce yourself and what you are submitting the audition for. Think
about it – the casting director might be working on multiple shows at the same time. They
can see dozens of people per day in person, and dozens of self-taped auditions can come in.
So, you need to identify yourself, the role, and the production.
For the slate, you look straight into the camera and say your name and role you are
auditioning for. Example: “I’m Russel Brand and I’m auditioning for the role of Barney
Rubble in The Flintstones!”
Extra views:
Sometimes casting will request a profile view, so turn 90 degrees to the camera (like
Abraham Lincoln’s image on a penny.)
Sometimes casting will request a full body view, so be sure and accommodate that if
requested, and it’s usually both front and profile views. Just make sure the camera is far
enough back that you can see all the way from above your head to below your feet.

Shooting the audition
With everything set up, do a test take, just 15 seconds will do. Make sure you talk in the
same loudness of voice you’ll be using for the audition takes. Now play it back and check to
see that you can be clearly heard and clearly seen. If you have to turn the volume all the
way up, it’s too quiet, so try to fix that. If your image is fuzzy or indistinct, find the
cause and fix it. Watch for speckles on the lens and clean it if necessary – they can be
most easily seen by looking for things that don’t move in the image when the image is
moving. Keep re-taking the test until it comes out to your satisfaction.
Next, shoot your slate as described above. Check it again and make sure it looks and
sounds good.
When reading your part for the actual audition, do not look at the lens. Exceptions are:
the scene you are shooting is simulating a vlog (video log like you see on Youtube), or a
video chat, or a mockumentary or a documentary (unscripted or simulated, telling your
story or someone else’s). So, in most cases your audition shouldn’t be looking at the lens.
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Either look at the person reading to you from off camera, or look at the script you have
beside the camera, or pick a point off camera to look at. Wherever you look, it should be
just a bit to one side or the other of the camera lens, but on the same level with it,
roughly. That way all of your face is clearly seen, and yet it doesn’t make the casting
director or creative staff uneasy when they view it. If you have dark eyes, look farther
away from the lens, as it is harder tell when dark eyed people are NOT looking at the lens.
If you do not have the ability to edit after shooting (for example, you’re in a hotel room
somewhere and all you have is your cell phone), then shoot the slate looking right into the
lens, then look away from the lens towards the reader, script or object you’re focusing on,
and after a beat, start your audition.
If you have done an in person audition, you know that a casting director could see your
first try at it, and then say something nuts like, “your dog just got run over by a car – do
the scene again!” They do this for a few reasons. One is to test out your acting skills.
Another reason is that maybe you weren’t quite correctly interpreting the script (and
maybe that’s because you’ve not read the whole thing, and they have), and they want to try
to get your audition more into the energy they are expecting the director to want from
the actor for this scene.
So, since you don’t have a casting director there to tell you what to do, try the scene
multiple times using way different energy. By ‘way different’ I mean really, really
noticeably different. If a casting director sees two takes and they’re virtually identical,
they can see you’re ‘green’, in other words, not experienced and possibly unable to take
direction well. The difference needs to be as starkly different as say, Darth Vader (in
Episode 1 of Star Wars, exuding evil and control), versus Obi Wan Kenobi (representing
good.) You could do one take relaxed, then the next take high energy (as in too much
espresso!) You can see crazy, fun examples by watching old episodes of Whose Line Is It
Anyway?, specifically the Hollywood Director games.
Do as many takes as needed until you get it right. Remember, you’re trying to sell them on
your interpretation of the character.

Editing your audition
Basic editing can be done on a computer if you have one available, such as iMovie on a Mac,
or Video Editor (part of MS Photos) on Windows 10 and newer. You can also do basic
editing on your smartphone using apps available for free or low cost.
If you have this ability to do editing, put the slate on first, and put up a title card (text on
a solid color background) for a second or two with your name and the role being auditioned
for. The transition should be fade to black and back up again, or cross fade to you doing
the slate. Next, fade to black, and fade back up on the best take you want to send.
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If your total audition time is short, like under 2 minutes, feel free to add another take,
with a fade to black and back up again between them, and you can even add a title card to
tell what your intention was with the alternate take.
We suggest using fade to black and fade back up, as it is not distracting to the viewer.
Doing this quickly is fine, like in the .3 second range (.15 seconds fade to black, .15 come
back up.)

Submitting your audition
Remember that the script you’ve used to audition with is highly sensitive information, and
is not to be shared, whether on purpose or accidentally. Networks, studios and production
companies all watch social media constantly and among other things are searching for any
violations of disclosure agreements. So, don’t just upload to Youtube and allow it to be
searchable and viewable by the public. You could get into a lot of trouble.
Most of the time, audition videos are way too large to attach to an email. So, what we use
typically is a cloud storage place, for the transfer. The vast majority of the time, we send
in the auditions in to the casting directors from here, so we can accept them virtually any
way they’re sent.
However, if it’s going to be sent directly to a casting director, they need to be able to view
the audition video by streaming it first. If they like it, they need to be able to download
it. If you put it on a site that requires them to download in order to view, it’s considered
very unthoughtful. They see dozens of auditions per day, and if each one is fairly
substantial in file size, it could fill up their hard drive way too quickly with files they’d
have to delete right away. So, whatever site is used, it needs to be able to stream as well
as allow downloads. Plus, it has to be secure.
Transfer options:
Cloud services such as Google Drive, Dropbox, We Transfer, and others can allow you to
upload, download, stream videos, make them password protected, or make them only
viewable by people with an email invitation, etc. Make sure you select the options that
work best.
Video hosting sites, such as Youtube are fairly open to the public, and you can make videos
unlisted (not searchable), so as to provide a bit of protection. But, it’s not such a good
idea to use this, especially if it’s an audition for a major production. It’s ok for tiny indie
productions, though, but only if they agree.
Video hosting sites like Vimeo are preferred, while the free service level they provide
(Vimeo Basic) may not allow downloading of your videos. If you are doing a significant
number of videos per month, then their lowest level of paid account does allow for
downloading and is as of this writing very inexpensive. What all levels on Vimeo provide is
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password protection for each video. This makes it so that producers and casting directors
feel secure that the highly confidential script info is not being shared. If you have
another hosting service that provides this level of support that works as well. Just make
sure you include the password with your submission email. Break a leg!
This guide was written by Ann Thomas, Founder, Transgender Talent.
Transgender Talent, LLC
Located in southern California, serving transgender United States and foreign clients
authorized to work in the US.
Transgendertalent.com
https://www.facebook.com/trantalent/
Twitter: @transgtalent
contact@transgendertalent.agency or kendra@transgendertalent.com
We also have videos on a variety of topics on our Vimeo channel.
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